
heady days. So, for the under 
50s and, of course, for those 
who grew up elsewhere in the 
world and may never have seen 
or heard of this car before, 
here’s a brief a resumé... 

Launched in June 1970,  
following the take-over of 
Bond Cars by Reliant (both 
long experienced in the three 
wheel and microcar markets  
in Britain), the Bond Bug was  
specifically aimed at the 
younger motorist. Although 
not cheap or particularly 
practical, its styling made it 
an instant hit. This car turned 
heads wherever it went!  
Essentially a wedge-shaped 
microcar, it had a lift-up  

By the mid-1960s every-
thing, it seemed, was 
changing, particularly 

when it came to youth culture, 
fashion and design in the UK. 
Influenced by the music scene, 
Mary Quant and the boutiques 
of London’s Carnaby Street 
and the King’s Road, men were 
wearing their hair longer, girls 
their skirts shorter and there 
seemed to be an explosion of 
colour and vibrancy every-
where you went. Fibreglass 
became ‘the’ material favoured 
by low volume production 
manufacturers in the British 
motor industry and, as the 
swinging 60s gave way to the 
screamingly flamboyant 70s, 

    Limited to a build of just 320 
pieces, it’s priced at 129 CHF 
(approx. £124. 70) plus ship-
ping. Those ordering from here 
in the UK, however, should note 
that as Switzerland lies outside 
of our current Customs Union 
boundary, all deliveries will  
be subject to import duty. 

 
Three wheels on my wagon... 
For many of us, DNA’s new 
Bond Bug will bring memories 
of 1970s’ Britain flooding back. 
But I believe its appeal will be 
far broader than that, as I  
reckon it’s also capable of 
seducing the retro-curious 
amongst a generation too 
young to remember those 

timing seemed perfect for the 
launch of the Bond Bug. This 
quirky little car somehow 
totally reflected the cultural 
revolution going on around it. 

Models of the Bond Bug  
are comparatively few and,  
of those that exist, the Airfix 
1:32 scale kit and, of course, 
Corgi’s Whizzwheeled  
catalogue No. 389 stand out 
(while evoking similar British 
nostalgia in their own right). 

It’s interesting, then, that  
the 1:18 scale Bond Bug we 
are going to be looking at here 
comes from Switzerland, as  
one of the first releases from 
new kids on the block  
DNA Collectibles 

Stephen Paul Hardy  
takes us back to the decade  
of glam rock, lava lamps and  
the launch of a car aimed  
squarely (or wedge-shapedly) at  
the Children of the Revolution as  
he examines a new release from  
the Jean Genies at DNA Collectibles... 

A 1970s'
Tangerine
Dream
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         June 1970: the future looked bright, and very, well, orange! 

               Contemporary models of the Bond Bug were few and far between,  
             the two best known versions coming from Corgi Toys and Airfix. 

| DNA’S new 1:18 scale Bond Bug 



canopy with side screens 
instead of conventional doors, 
and a trendy high-tech look 
courtesy of a bright orange 
glass-fibre bodyshell.  
Mechanicals were based  
on the Reliant Regal chassis 
and running gear. The engine 
was the front-mounted 700 cc 
Reliant light-alloy four-cylin-
der unit (which protruded into 
the passenger cabin), provid-
ing an output of 29 bhp on 
the less expensive 700 model. 
Redesign and improvements 
for the more up-market 700ES 
as the top of the range model 
saw an increase to 31 bhp 
and better fittings, including 
more supportive seats, more 
padding over the engine cowl, 
twin mudflaps, an ashtray,  
a rubber front bumper and a 
spare wheel. The specification 
list was supplemented with 
such optional extras as alloy 
rear wheels, wing mirrors, 
sports tyres, an upgraded  
interior and a ‘Formula-1’ 
style steering wheel. 

In contrast to the  

ridiculously slow three-
wheeled Reliants, the Bond 
Bug was capable of some  
78 mph (126 km/h),  
comparing favourably with 
a number of four-wheeled 
sports cars of the era. The car 
was, however, quite expen-
sive. At £629, the 700ES cost 
more than the basic 850 cc 
Mini, then listed at £620.

But despite the promotional 
theme of Bond’s advertising, 
the Bug could, in reality, never 
quite compete with other 
established British makes, 
like the highly popular Mini 
and, if mother allowed, MG’s 
Midget and B series open top 
models, as a ‘dolly puller’.  
So, even with all the media  
attention, the Bond Bug  
failed to rack up the kind  
of sale figures anticipated.  
    Consequently, it had just 
a four-year production run, 
its demise coinciding with 
a major international motor 
industry crisis, ironically  
(and necessarily) fixated on  
producing fuel economic cars.

Orange, and most certainly  
no lemon...  
So how good is DNA’s 1:18 scale 
Bond Bug? Well, for a start,  
the whole model exudes a 
commendable degree of  
authenticity and attention  
to well portrayed detail. 

 While I wouldn’t blame 
anyone for thinking the wedge 
shape of the original should be 
easy enough to replicate  
in miniature, it actually 
comprises of almost as many 
complex body panel curves 
as you’d find on a lot of exotic 
modern supercars. Having 
now compared DNA’s new 
model to  many photos of the 
real thing, though, I have to 

say the resin casting admirably 
captures the Bug’s deceivingly 
complicated proportions.

The paint finish in both  
colour renditioning and  
quality is superb, and the high 
gloss glass-fibre panels are 
very credibly portrayed.  
In terms of clarity and  
solidity, the detailing applied 
is every bit as well executed. 
In particular I liked the very 
realistic-looking textured 
‘soft’ side screen panels and 
all the fine detailing around 

At first glance, this ad appears  
quite quaint, but it’s pretty  
un-PC by today’s standards! 

Just how good is DNA’s new 1:18 
scale Bond Bug? Stephen Paul Hardy 
has carried out a hands-on inspection. 
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“In contrast to the ridiculously  
slow three-wheeled Reliants,  
the Bond Bug was capable  
of some 78 mph”

“While I wouldn’t blame anyone  
for thinking the wedge shape of  
the original should be easy  
enough to replicate in miniature,  
it actually comprises of almost as 
many complex body panel curves 
as you’d find on a lot of exotic 
modern supercars”

How difficult can the Bug’s wedge 
shape be to capture? Well, actually, 
Stephen points out, the complex body 
panels and proportions are trickier to 
replicate than they look. Fortunately, 
DNA resin casting appears to have 
captured them to a tee!

DNA’S new 1:18 scale Bond Bug | 
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aspect of this inspection: 
the lights. Both to front and 
rear lamps are outstanding 
in terms of detail and colour. 
Check out the headlight lenses 
and the rear lamp reflectors  
as but two examples of the 
high level of realism that  
DNA has achieved. 

After handling 1:18 scale 
models of more conventional 
sized cars, the senses can be 
confounded by DNA’s Bond 
Bug – but then that just goes  
to show how petite and  
perfectly formed the car was, 
and this replica is! 

DNA profiling     
I, for one, am now really 
looking forward to seeing 
how DNA’s range will grow 
and evolve and will be keenly 
keeping my eye out for  
any new announcements 
posted on the website at 
www.dnacollectibles.com

especially when contrast with 
the excellent finish of the soft 
side panels is so marked, and 
the omission of the chrome 
coils is slightly disappoint-
ing. Having said that, perhaps 
this model accurately reflects 
finishes idiosyncratic to the 
full-sized example on which  
it was based. 

 
Light work...    
Regular readers will know that 
quite often I am frustrated 
by less than authentic wheel 
detailing on otherwise very 
well-presented models.  
Not so in this case; the little 
alloys seen on most Bond 
Bugs, in preference to the 
plain, standard, hub-capped 
wheels, look superb. 

Which leads me to the final 

When doing so, this model 
stands up every well in overall 
shape and proportioning. 
    It was at ‘drivers’ eye height  
that the only constructive 
criticism I can make occurred 
to me. I still clearly remember 
driving behind these cars in 
traffic where, if Lindsey will 
excuse my analogy, it seemed 
as if the mini skirt wearer had 
a hemline just too high and 
was showing too much of  
a view. In the Bond Bug’s 
case, it was more than a flash 
of transaxle and suspension 
components that the eye was 
drawn to by chrome plated 
highlighting of the exhaust 
system and suspension coils. 
Sometimes, although not  
always, some degree of 
modesty was retained by rear 
mud-flaps. DNA’s attention 
to detail in this respect is 
generally good, but for two 
things… I feel that the mud-
flaps themselves are far too 
‘hard and shiny’ to reconcile 
with those that I remember – 

them. The vulnerable  
overtaking mirrors are  
equally well modelled,  
as are the single windscreen 
wiper, fuel filler cap and roof 
mounted door catch. 

The shut lines around the 
one-piece, forward hinging, 
cockpit canopy are extremely  
convincing; so much so that  
I inadvertently tried to open 
the canopy by sliding my 
finger nail into the roof access 
cut-out – forgetting, momen-
tarily, that, in common with 
most resin models, DNA’s 
Bond Bug has no opening 
features. With this particular 
model it is quite disappoint-
ing not to be able to open 
the cockpit lid, because the 
interior detail really is superb 
– right down to the separate 
fine webbing seat belts  
having individual buckles.

 
Bird’s or worm’s?   
Because of the nature of  
what they are, we tend to view 
models from eye-height. I, 
however, like to scrutinise 
review subjects from lower 
levels, ie at pedestrian and 
driver’s eye heights, as it were. 

    The vulnerable overtaking mirrors are well modelled, as is the  
    single windscreen wiper.

The textured ‘soft’ side screen panels and all the fine detailing around  
them are very convincing indeed.

Replication of the rear lamp reflectors is superb. Stephen does feel,  
however, that the model’s mud-flaps are too ‘hard and shiny’ to reconcile with  
those that he remembers on the real car – and he’s somewhat disappointed  
by the omission of visible chrome suspension coils. MC


